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levelling up neighbourhoods–back to the 

very local future? 

 

 

The UK government’s continuing attachment to ‘the neighbourhood’, exhibited again in the 

Levelling Up White Paper, calls for careful consideration of what is achievable at the 

neighbourhood scale and what levelled up neighbourhoods might look like, say Gavin 

Parker, John Sturzaker and Matthew Wargent 

 

 

The Levelling Up White Paper (LUWP), published by the UK government on 2 February 

2022,1 covers a plethora of issues concerning place inequalities, with varying degrees of 

depth. One topic that has gone somewhat under the radar in the ensuing analysis is the 

persistence of ‘the neighbourhood’ in central government’s policy imagination, references to 

it recur over 50 times throughout the White Paper. The idea of planning at the neighbourhood 

scale, with its familiar and cosy connotations, remains an attractive evocation for government 

Ministers, coupling warm words about local control with the long-standing liberal suspicion 

of big government and big planning. 

 Over the past decade, various tools have been deployed in an attempt to engage the 

neighbourhood in planning for place across the UK.2 Of course, attention has long been paid 

to the neighbourhood as an active scale for planning, stretching back over a century.3 Here, 

we are concerned with the implications for neighbourhood-scale planning in the context of 

planning reforms and the levelling up agenda in the UK. As government renews its promises 

toward neighbourhoods–including a mooted review of neighbourhood governance–what is 

needed now is a frank conversation about what is achievable and what levelled up 

neighbourhoods might look like in the context of wider efforts to rebalance the UK’s 

economic geography. 

 

Emerging policy for a renewed emphasis on the very local 

 Whether one agrees with what has been proposed in 2022, or indeed in the Planning 

White Paper of 2020, there is clearly renewed interest from the UK government in the idea 

that neighbourhoods should play a more active part in shaping local priorities. It is well 



established in the academic literature that the neighbourhood concept does important work in 

creating spatially-bounded units and mobilising ‘active citizens’ who are supposedly ripe for 

partnership within the complex world of policy and place governance. This scale is also a 

convenient, if romanticised one, through which to play on a sense of local identity and bridge 

the problematic gap between state and community.4 

 The Big Society agenda that spawned the post-2010 brand of localism built on New 

Labour’s interest in the neighbourhood as an idea, as much as a geographic scale.5 In now 

familiar rhetoric, this sought to provide ‘genuine opportunities [for communities] to influence 

the future of the places where they live’.6 Sue Brownill in this journal recently argued that 

interest in localism had been renewed, but noted that the efforts of the past decade have not 

reached those that need it most.7 While attention on the English neighbourhood planning 

experiment is understandable given its statutory footing, there is much less consideration of 

similar initiatives in the UK’s other constituent nations. Not enough is known about the 

limitations and possibilities of these varying forms of community planning, but what is 

known raises serious questions about simply assuming that they can play a significant role in 

levelling up if we take this to mean reducing local inequality. 

 Here we should add a point of further caution: that too often the matters that are most 

in need of attention are absent or peripheral from policy debates at the very local scale. 

Questions of social, economic and environmental urgency are displaced, in England at least, 

by a combination of rhetoric, resources and support that focuses on the number of plans 

made, sites allocated in those plans, and the housebuilding that results from it. We hope 

therefore that the LUWP’s commitment to ‘widen the accessibility of neighbourhood 

planning’ (page 216) means more than simply more plans, but indicates an engagement with 

issues of representation, inclusivity, and social and environmental sustainability goals. 

 To its credit, the LUWP does discuss principles for a ‘Strategy for Community Spaces 

and Relationships’ (page 214). This is underpinned by talk of making it easier for people to 

set local priorities and shape their neighbourhoods. The White Paper also appears to 

recognise difference across communities, under the banner of ‘every community matters’, 

with an acknowledgement that funding and other support will have to reach those most in 

need. There is an indication, too, that local agencies and planning authorities will need to be 

better at listening to communities and engaging with civil society to identify priorities, assets, 

and the policies and other actions needed to strengthen ‘community infrastructure’. These 

recognitions are crucial, but, as ever, the devil will be in the detail concerning how this is 

delivered. 



 In the confines of formal planning we must also recognise the critical importance 

of the quality and forms of exchange between neighbourhoods and local authorities.8 The 

establishment of durable platforms for communities to sustain their involvement is reflected 

in the LUWP, with the government looking at the role and functions of parish councils in 

England and considering how to make them quicker and easier to establish9–a positive 

aspiration in our view. 

 So the LUWP makes some of the right noises. Then again, it says so many things  

how could it not? As one of us remarked a decade ago, the ‘genie is out of the bottle’ when it 

comes to community engagement in planning at the neighbourhood level,10 and it would be 

brave for any government to back away entirely.11 

 Reflecting on where we are now, if we want to harness social action at the 

neighbourhood level, then, counter-intuitively perhaps, we need to recognise its limitations. 

These include the limits on both voluntarism12 and the ability of community-led participation 

to address the deep structural issues that produce place inequalities. For instance, the jury is 

still out as to how, or indeed whether, planning at this scale productively engages with the 

persistent, new, and ongoing challenges of social and environmental justice. There is a clear 

need to reflect on the implications of the equality, diversity and inclusion agenda for 

neighbourhoods, including the design of participation as well as its implementation and 

related oversight, to ensure that it meets an agreed set of quality criteria. More than this, we 

need to establish whether the ‘genie’ of community engagement aligns with wider ambitions 

to solve regional economic inequalities. How can we support neighbourhoods and what can 

be reasonably expected from them? 

 In line with this, we need a better understanding of ‘what works’ in and for 

neighbourhoods. Central government acknowledges that this will require evidence to 

understand better how to support communities, and engage with levelling up challenges. In 

our recent research,13 we argued for the need to persist with neighbourhood planning while 

also widening its accessibility. There are further important lessons to learn from a decade of 

neighbourhood planning and from similar initiatives across the UK if we are to foster 

engagement with important matters beyond housebuilding. 

 Perhaps there is still more optimism to be mined out of the LUWP; a rather grand-

sounding review of neighbourhood governance in England is promised. It seems that the 

effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on neighbourhoods14 have coalesced around fashionable 

concepts such as the 20-minute neighbourhood15 (or its 15-minute competitor), to create an 

exciting moment for neighbourhoods and a re-commitment from government about the 



political credit to be realised from persisting with this governance scale. This is even as 

questions persist over the efficacy and justice of existing planning activity at this level. We 

need not only to know what works in planning at the neighbourhood scale, but develop the 

focus on its ‘just’ credentials in terms of access, process, content, and outcomes. 

 

Conclusion 

 It is hard to know what levelled up neighbourhoods might look like. There is a distinct 

possibility that the neighbourhood agenda will get lost amid the new focus on regional 

inequalities. The government’s commitment, set out on page 214 of the Levelling Up White 

Paper, to develop ‘strong community infrastructure and social capital’ and the recognition 

that this is often weakest ‘in the most deprived places’ is to be welcomed; however, more 

worryingly, the desire to put communities ‘in the driving seat to level up’ echoes the rhetoric 

of the early 2010s, when many communities came to believe that they were oversold on 

neighbourhood planning powers.16 

 We need better evidence on what communities strive for when engaging in 

community-led planning, and to see how this chimes with the levelling up agenda. Clearly 

more research is needed to provide a detailed account of just what makes it into community 

plans, why, and to what effect. The resilience of neighbourhoods needs to be accompanied by 

improved understanding, objectives, resources, and support, too. Let us assume for now that 

community-led planning can be an important vehicle to aid levelling up, what we need is a 

clearer idea of what a just neighbourhood looks like, before we repeat past mistakes of 

concentrating on superficial measures of success. 

 

o Gavin Parker is Professor of Planning Studies at the University of Reading. John Sturzaker is 

Professor of Planning at the University of Hertfordshire. Matthew Wargent is Lecturer in Urban 

Planning and Development at Cardiff University. The views expressed are personal. 
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